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Die Tagung über Jordan-Algebren und ihre Anwendungen stand in
diesem Jahr unter der Leitung von K. McCrimmon (Charlottesville),
K. Meyberg (München) und H. P. Petersson (Hagen). Es nahmen 36
Mathematiker aus der Bundesrenublik Deutschland, Großbritannien,
Japan, Kanada, Norwegen, Österreich und den USA teil. Schwerpunkte
der Tagung waren

- Jordan Strukturen und Komplexe Analysis
(Bounded symmetrie domains and Jordan structures, Toeplitz
operators on bounded symmetrie domains)

Jordan Strukturen und Funktionalanalysis
(Strueture and representation of noncommutative JB*-algebras,
Normierte nichtkommutative Jordan-Algebren, Noncornmutative
Jordan-Banach algebras, Idempotent maps on C*-algebras and
Jordan algebras, Contraetive projeetions on operator'algebras,
Structure and tensor products of JC-algebras)

Algebraische Theorie der Jardan-Algebren über Körpern
(Some applicatians ofJordan narms to associative algebras,
Generic reduction of Jordan pairs, The Tits process and Jordan
algebras of degree 3, A Cayley-Dickson process for a class of
nonassociative algebras with involution, Classification of
eentral simple Jordan superalgebras, Algebras with given sym
metries)

Algebraische Theorie der Jordan Algebren über Ringen
(Central separable Jordan algebras over the integers, Automor
phism groups of exceptional Jordan algebras over local rings)

Jordan- und Lie-Tripelsysteme sowie Jordan-Paare
(On the classification of Lie and Jordan triple systems, Toward
a classification of simple Lie tripie systems of characteristie
zero, Finite-dimensional central simple Jordan tripies over
fields, A traee formula and derivations in Simple Jordan pai,rs,
The radicals of Freudenthal-Kantor triple systems)

Lie-Algebren in Charakteristik p
(Lie algebras of rank one and beyond, Cartan subalgebras in Lie
algebras of characteristic p, The ideal structure of envelo
ping algebras)

Jordan Strukturen und Geometrie
(Homomorphisms of projective planes, Coordinatization of Moufang

Veldkamp planes) .
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Vortragsauszüge

B.N. ALLISON:

A Cayley-Dickson process for a class of nonassociative algebras

with involution

Suppose k is a field of characteristik I 2 or 3. Let M be

the vector spac~ of all 2x2 matrices with scalar diagonal entries

and n~n-diagonal entries chosen fram a split 27-dimensional ex-

ceptional central simple Jordan algebra. M has the structure of

an algebra with involution that has been used in the construction

of split simple Lie algebras of type E7 and ES . In order ta

study non-split Lie algebras of these types it is of interest to

have a rational construction of k-forms of Mk , where k denotes

the algebraic closure of k. The talk will discuss a Cayley-

Dickson process which in a special case endows two copies of a

central simple 28-dimensional degree 4 Jordan algebra with the

structure of an algebra with involution that is a form of M~. The

process gives examples of division algebras and non-reduced non-

division algebras that are forms of Mk . The talk will be based

on joint work with John Faulkner.

K. ALVERMANN:

Normierte nichtkomrnutative Jordan-Algebren

A non-commutative (n.c.) Jordan-algebra is an algebra that saties-
2 2

fies (xy)x = x(yx) and x (yx) = (x y}x . A NJB~algebra is a

real n.c. Jordan-algebra with unit and a Banach-space with

2 2
Ila 11 = Ilall and

2 . 2 2 *Ila 11 ~lla + b 11 • A NJC -al-
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gebra is a complex n.c. Jordan-algebra with unit and involution

and a Banach-space with Ilabll ~lla 11 llbll , lIa* 1I = lIall and
.. 3 .

11 P (a) a 11 = "a 11 • A NJW- resp. NJW*-algebra is a NJB- resp.

NJC*-algebra which is also a dualspace of a Banach-space. A NJW

resp. NJW*-factor of type I has as central projections only 0

and and there exist minimal projections. One can show the

following results:

~ The NJW-factors of type I are all commutative, so they are JW

factors of type I. The NJW*-factors of type I are: quadratic

(algebras of degree 2), commutative (so called Jordan-C*-algebras)

or (B (L) ) A , L a complex Hilbert-space, 1/2 < ). ~ 1 , B (L)

equipped with the following multiplication: A x B := AAB + (1 - ).)BA •

G. BENKART:

Cartan Subalgebras in Lie Algebras of Characteristik p.

Assume that L is a simple finite~dimensionalLie algebra over

an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 7 , and let

K be a Cartan subalgebra af L with root space decomposition

L = K + L + ••• + L
ß

The general classification problem for
a

such algebras is still open, however some major results have been

e L (a) = K
P-l

abtained by studying the subalgebras + 2--- L. and how
i=l l.et

they act on L If M(a) is a maximal ideal of L{et) , then

L(U) / (a) is 1-dimensional, ~l(2) , or of generalized Cartan
M

type W(l !!) or H(2:!}.:Q) (2) by a result of Wilson. If

dimL(a~M(a) > , then K + M(a) IM(a) is a Cartan subalgebra

of L(a) IM(a) of taral rank one. In this work we examine such Cartan

subalgebras of these algebras. We present a method for constructing
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certain Cartan subalgebras in Lie algebras of generalized Cartan

type using filtrations and then prove

Theorem. If L = H(2 ~ :.~) (2), and if K is a taral rank one

Cartan subalgebra of L, then dirn K = pnl + D2 - 1 - E: where

arid E: = O,l,or 2 depending

on ~.

Since every Cartan subalgebra of ~l(2) is l-dimensional and

every Cartan subalgebra of W(1 !!). of toral rank one is of

dimension pnl - 1 , we obtain

Theorem. If L is an arbitrary finite-dimensional simple Lie

algebra of characteristic p > 7 , and if K is a Cartan subalgebra

with dimKS p - 3 , then for each root a , L (a) / (a)
M

is l-dimen-

sional, ~l(2) or

R. BIX:

w( 1 :}} (Witt algebra) .

Automorphism groups of exceptional Jordan algebras over local rings

Let (R,m) be a loc~l ring containing 1
"2. Let 0 be an

octonion algebra over R, that is, a unital R~algebra which is

a free R-module of rank 8 and which has a nondegenerate quadratic

form permitting cornposition. Assume that 0 is split in the sense~

that there is a E ° - mO such that n (a) = O. Let J = H (03)

be the Jordan algebra of 3-by-3 Hermitian matrices over O.

Let Aut(J) be the automorphism group of J. If I is an ideal

of R, let AutO, I) be the kernel of the canonical homomorphism

fram Aut(J) to Aut(J/IJ) . We prove that there is a one-ta-one

correspondence between the ideals I of Rand the normal sub-

groups N af Aut(J) given by N = Aut(J,I)
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R.B. BRAUN:

Structure and Representation of noncomrnutative JB*-algebras

A noncommutative (n.c.) J~*-aZgebra A is a complex Banach

space (A,O O), where A is a complex algebra with conjugate

linear involution * : A - A such that (xy) x
2 "

x (yx), (x y) x

x 2 (yx), OxyO :=;OxODyD, Dp(x)x*)D = Dx0 3 for all x,y in Ai

P(x) (y) :~,x(xy + ~x) - ~2y . The A-mutation- A(A) -is the vector

sp~ce A with.product x·y.- A xy + (l-A) yx. A n.c. JB*-factor

is :'a.. centJ:':a,l. n~.c . .'JB* -algebra, which has as Banach space apredual.

The rank ," ~k' A", ,"cf a factor A is the greatest lower bound of the

number.,"o~·"o~t~o,g,6'~al selfadjoint minimal idempotents {p\: \ E I}

such,that:.:".sup(p.,:": \ EI} = 1 • Consider a n.c. JB*-algebra A and
". , " .. ',' ,",' ... '"',,' ~

an. c .. ": ~B~~'fäct~r B. Theri a * - homomorphism h: A - B with

weakly de~se image is called a factor representation.

We deduce f~om the Peirce decomposition rules

THEOREM 1. Let A be an n.c. compZex Jordan algebra with unit

ineZ'emen.t. "Then the centra Z idempotents

,eide. 'The ·orthogona l idempotents in A

A and in A(1/2) coin

and in A(1/2) coincide.

The first part of this theorem is used to show

4It THEOREM 2. A is a n.c. JB*-factop iff A(1/2) is a JB*-factor.

Theorem 1, the (commutative) JB*-theory and the Vidav-Palmer

characterization for n.c. JB*-algebras, due to J.Martinez,

A.Mojtar, A.Rodriguez, is used to show

THEOREM 3. A unital n.o. JB*-aZgebra A has a faithful famiZy

of factor representations, nqmeZy that o[ A(1/2)

Theorem 1 and 2 allow to use the E.Alfsen, F.Shultz, E.St~rmer theory.
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This together with the structure theory for simple n.c. Jordan

algebras of finite dimension give

THEOREM 4. Let A be a n.c. JB*-factor. Then

1) A= <I: 1 if rk A = 1 , 2) A is quadratic if rk A = 2 ,

3) A is commutative or quasiassociative if 3 ~ rk A< co

4) is the sum of four orthogonal selfadjoint strongly connected

idempotents if rk A E {O,co} •

THEOREM 5. (Coordinatization). Let A be a n.c. JB*-algebra~

whose unit element is a finite sum of n ~ 4 strongZy connected

orthogonal non zero selfadjoint idempotents e 1 ,e2 , ••• ,en : Let

A =l~r~s~nArs be the Peirce decomposition. Then the foZlowing three

conditions are equivalent :

1 ) A ; H (0) or
n

A ;; M (0) (A)
n

for an appropriate associative

algebra- D with involution and A * 1/2 .

2) A is commutative or quasiassociative.

3) The number oi elements in the spectrum oi the Zeft mul-

t ip lication

J.C. FERRAR:

L e, is bounded by two.

Homomorphisms of projective planes

Klingenberg, in 1956, showed that all homomorphisms between Oesar-

guesian projective planes were induced by places between their co-

ordinate rings. We show, jointly with J.R. Faulkner, that the same

result holds for Moufang (little Desarguesian) planes. Partial

classification of places from octonion algebras allows us-to con-
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ciude that, up to conjugation by collineations, there is at most one

surjective homomorphism from an octonion plane to a Moufang plane.

We also establish the existence of proper homomorphisms between

octonion planes and of homomorphisms from octonion planes onto

Desarguesian planes.

~ J.R. FAULKNER:

Coordinatization of Moufang-Veldkamp Planes

A· Veldkamp plane is a plane with two relations between points

and lines; namely incidence and neighbouring, which satisfy certain

simple axioms. Examples include projective planes over Ioeal rings

and octonion planes. A Veldkamp plane is Moufang if it admits all

transvections and if a certain version of the quadrangle sec-

tion theorem holds. The main result is that a Veldkamp plane is

Moufang if and only if it can be coordinatized by an alternative

ring of stahle range two. The proof involves detailed use of Jordan

pairs and a discussion of the groups in the alternative case

corresponding to the 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 groups genera ted by elementaiy

matrices.

H. HANCHE-OLSEN:

Structure and tensor products of JC-algebras

A JC-algebra A is called universally reversible if, for any

representation TI , a
1

, ... , an E TI (A) => a 1 .·· an .+ an ... a 1 E 7T (A)

This is equivalent to saying that A has no· spin factor quotients

of dimension ~5. On the other hand, A is a spin algebra if it has
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a faithful farnily of representations onto spin factors. Any JC-

algebra A contains a universally reversible ideal I sueh that

All is a spin algebra. If A,B are JC-algebras, their universal

tensor product A ä B is defined as .the Je-algebra generated by

A ß B in C* (A) 9 C* (B) , where C* (A) is the universal c*-algebra
max

of A. A Q B is characterized by a universal property, and ean

be easily computed in many cases. Finally, this is applied to prov4lt

a negative result concerning the possibility of defining a Jordan

structure in A G Bitself.

u. HIRZEBRUCH:

Algebras with given syrnmetries

Theorem 1: In any Aut J- invariant commutative algebra on J (J a

simple formally real or simple complex f.d. Jordan algebra with

reduced trace A) the square of an element x E J is given by

aA (x2 ) e + ßA (x) 2e + y • A(x) x + ox2 , where a., ß,Y, 0 are constants.

Theorem 2: For any subgroup G:S; Q (n ,:IR) acting irreducibly on :IR
n

and for which the space of G-invariant algebras on JRn has dirnen-

sion (let it be JRL) (x,y) ......... trL(x)L(y) is associative and

E-definite if L = ER(E = ~, R rightmultiplication for L) . L is4lt

direct sum of isomorphie simple ideals. If G has no nor~al sub-

group *G of finite index then L is eentral simple.

The irredueible representations of SQ(3,JR) give interesting

examples for Theorem 2.
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N. HOPKINS:

Toward a classification of simple Lie triple systems over fields

of characteristic zero

Let k be a field of characteristi~ zero, k its algebraic closure,

G the Galois group of k/k, L a Lie algebra over k, a an

automorphism of L of order 2 such that L+ = [L-,L-] where

~ LE = {x E Llx
o = EX} , E = ~ , Aut(L,o) the group of automorphisms

of L which cornmute with a • Then (L,a) is a Lie triple system

and if it is simple as a Lie triple system, in particular if L

is an irreducible L+module, Aut(L,a) is the group of Lie tripIe

automorphisms and a theorem of Jacobson's states that H' (G,Aut(L,a»

corresponds bijectively with the k-forms of (L,a). Let L be

the split null extension of L+ by L . Then by computing cohomo-

logy of short exact sequences of groups, results are obtained

connecting
, ,-

H (G,Aut (L,a» , H (G,Aut (L,a'» and
,. +

H (G,AutL ) , the

last corresponding to forms of ever k . In particular, if

the lowest weight of L is in the reot lattice of L+,H' (G,AutL+)

corresponds bijec~ively to scalar isomorphism classes of (L,a) ,

except in one easily computable case .

• N. JACOBSON:

Same Applications of Jordan Norms to Associative Algebras

Let A be a central simple associative algebra over a field <I>

such that {A}2 = 1 in the Brauer group Br{~) . By a theorem

of Albert's, A is involutorial, that is, A has an involution J

(anti-automorphism such that J2 = ') . We have the two types of
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involutions: orthogonal and symplectic. If J is an involution

J defines the Jordan algebra (unital, quadratic) H(A,J) . More-

over, if char 4> = 2 and J is of sympleetie type then we also

have the Jordan algebra H(A,J) I which is the auter ideal gene-

rated by in H(A,J) . Denote the generic norm in H(A,J) (H(A,J) ')

by NJ (Nj) .,

Theorem 1: NJ(Nj) is anisotropie <=> either A is a division

algebra or A = M
2

(<Il) and J is of symplectie type.

and J 2 are involutions of the same kind then

(H(A,J,) land" H(A,J 2 ) ') are isotopic.

H (A,J 1 ) and

Theorem 2: Let Ai,i = 1,2, be an involutorial central simple

algebra, J
i

an involution in A{ of orthogonal (sympleetie)·

type. Then

(i) If char ep * 2 asswne n > 2 in the symplectic ease. Then

A, ;; A <=> NJ
..... N (that is N

J
is equivalent to a multiple2 1

J
2 1

of N
J

)
2

(ii) If char 4> = 2 assume n>2 and J. is of sympleetic type.
1.

Then

theorem of Albert's such an algebra hasBy aof degree four .

We specialize this result to involutorial central simple algebras•a factorization A = A, Q A2
where the A.

1.
are quaternion algebras.

For such a factorization one can define an Albert quadratic form Q

on A' = Ai EDAi where Ai = {ai E AiIT(a i )

N(a,) - N(a2 ) . One can deduce from Theorem

O} by o(a, + a 2 )

and 2:

Theorem 3: (i) Any two Albert quadratic fo~ms for an involutorial
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central simple algebra of degree 4 are sirnilar (-).

(ii) Two such algebras are isomorphie if and only if their Albert

quadratic forms are sirnilar.

(iii) If Q is an Albert quadratie form for Athen the (Schur)

index of A is 4, 2 or

is 0, 1 or 3

aceording as the (Witt) index of Q

The second part of this paper deals with the generic norm fields

defined by NJ (Nj) . For sirnplieity we assume char cI> *2 • Let

(u" ... ,Um) be a base for H(A,J)/<I> and let t;:" ... ,t;:m be

indeterminates. Then cI> [t;: 1 ' ••• ] / NJ (x) , x = L t;: i u i is a domain

and its field of fractions cI> (~, ; ••• ) is ealled the generic norm

field of A (involutorial). If J is of orthogonal type then

is a generic splitting field for A in the sense of

Amitsur. If J is of sympleetie type then cI> (~1' ••• ) is a ge

neric t-splitting field for A, where more generally, E is

ealled a ~-spZitting field for A if A
E

= E ~ <I> A has index ~ 2

and generic ~-SPlitting field is defined analogously to the defi

nition of"generic splitting field.

e G. JANSSEN:

Noncommutative Jordan-Banaeh Algebras

Let N be a NJC*-algebra in the terminology of Alvermann. Then

we have the important inequality

o ~ x*x for all x in N.

This follows from the simple observation that N has a faithful
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tity for N" , espeeially, if

then the same is true for N" .

12 -

family of type I factor representations (here we use that Nil

is a NJw*-algebra) and the theorem of Alvermann for NJW*-factors

of type I.

For the real case we must get information about the bidual. Call

areal or complex Banach algebra (N , Q.) asmissible if (J , .) : =

(N,o) (1/2) is a JB- or ~ JB*-algebra. Theorem: If N is admissible

and if N" is equipped with the Arens product, then Nil is ~

admissible and (N") (1 /2) = J" . The product xoy is separate

a (NU ,N') -continuous and (x,y) ........ xoy is jointly s*-continuous

. Every identity for N is an iden

N is a NJB- or a NJc*-algebra,

This gives a faithful family of type I factor representations

for every NJB-algebra. Combined with Alvermanns result for NJW-

factars of type I we obtain: Every NJB-algebra is cornmutative,

henee, a JB-algebra.

N. KAMIYA:

The radicamof Freudenthal-Kantor tripIe systems

For E = ± 1 , a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system (F-K.t.s) is

a vector space U with a trilinear product (,,) satisfying

~

( U 1)

( U 2)

where

[ L (a,b) ,L (e,d) ] L «abc) ,d) + EL (e, (bad»

K(K(a,b)e,d) -L(d,e)K(a,b) + EK(a,b)L(c,d)

L(a,b)x (abx), K(a,b)x = (axb) - (bxa)

o

When E = -1, U is the generalized Jordan triple systems of se~ond

order. When E = +1 and K(a,b) = L(b,a) - L(a,b), U is the J-

ternary algebra. Let A1 and A2 be ideals of F-K.t.s U. We put
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A3 = U and def;ne A ... A ~ A A AThen we can define
~ 1 2:= ~3 n(1) n(2) n(3l"

a radical of F-K .. t .. s U, denote it by R (U) .. U is called semi

simple if R(U) = 0 .. Ta construct a Lie tripie system T fram

a F-K .. t:s U, put T = ueu and define a tripIe product in T by

[[a,] [a2) [a3)]: = [L (a, ,b2 ) - L (a2 ,b,) K (a1 ' a2 ) ) [a3)
b, b2 b 3 -EK(b"b2 ) EL{b2 ,a

1
) - EL(b"a

2
) b

3

Then it is shown that T is a Lie tripIe system with respect ta

this product, denote it by and J(a)= ( b )
b -Ea is an s-invo-

lution, i .. e. J2 = -EId .. In the case of J-ternary algebra, since"

Nijenhuis tensor 0, i t has a eomplex structure.

Theorem. F-K.t.s U is semi simple if and only if TU is semi

simple and this is so if and only if LU is semi simple. Where

LU is the standard enveloping Lie algebra of TU .

Theorem.. If F-K.t.s U is semi simple, then U is a direet sum

of simple ideals.

w. Kaup:

Bounded symmetrie dornains and Jordan structures

Using Jordan methods the following Riernann mapping theorem for

bounded symmetrie domains in complex Banach spaees can be derived:

Every such domain 0 is hornogeneous and biholomorphieally eguivalent

to the open unit ball of a eertain eomplex Banaeh space U. U is

determined by D up to a linear isometry and carries th~ structure

of a JB*-triple (system), that is an operatorvalued, sesguilinear,

continuous mapping

ueu 3 (x,y)~ x DY* EL{U)
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such that

(i) {xy*z}:= x 0 y* (z) makes U a Jordan tripie system Cover :IR)

(ii) z 0 z* E L(U) is a hermitian operator on U with spectrurn :2: 0

for all z E U

(iii) OzDz*O = Oz02 for all z E U C*-condition) .-

*JB -

In this sense the category of JB*-triples is equivalent to the ~

category of bounded symmetrie domains with the base point. The

triples U with distinguished unitary element e (i.e. eOe*

are precisely . * *the JB -algebras (= Jordan C -algebras), where

the product is.gi~en by xy := {xe*y} and the involution is given

by z* := { e z *e } •

o. KtiHN:

Classification of central simple Jordan superalgebras

V. G. Kac classified.in his paper ItClassif~cation of simple Zl-graded

Lie superalgebras and simple Jordan superalgebrasIl (Communications

in Algebra 5 (13» the simple Jor:dan superalgebras over an algebrai-

cally closed field of characteristic zero by means of a generalized

Koecher-Tits-construction. •In the following let K be a f ield wi th ehar (K) * 2, 3. A super-

algebra is a 7Z,/2 7Z, -, graded algebra. For an exarnple let V = V0 ED V1

be a vectorspace over K, which is the direet sum of the subspaces

Va ' V1 • Define End.(V;Vo,V')a ~= {f E End (V) If(Vß)C V
a

+S} .

Then End(V) becomes an associative superalgebra. For f E Enc1(V;V
o
V')a'

gE End(V;Vo,V,)a define <f,g>:= fg- (_,)aßgf . Let A be a su-
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A is a Jordan superalgebra, if for all a E A
0.

b E Aß ' C E Ay

(1) ab = (-1) Cl ßba

(2) (_l)a
y< L(ab) ,L(e» + (-1)ßa<L(bc),L(a» + (-1)yß<L(ca),L(b» =0

is true.

A is called semi-simple, if A has no nonzero solvable ideal.

In general A semi"-simple does not imply that A is serni
o

simp~e, too. This is the case under certain conditions, which are

always satisfied if the charaeteristic is zero. It is not true,

that a semi-simple ,Jordan superalgebra A wi th A separable,
o

is the direct· surn of simple ones. But such algebras can be described

by simple Jordan superalgebras.

Theorem: "Let A be a"finite dimensional contral simple Jordan

superalgebra over K, and assume A is separable, Then A is
o

either.a central simple exceptional Jordan algebra or A, is iso-

~orphic to H(B,J) where (E,J) is a central simple associative

•
superalgebra with superinvolution J or A is "exceptional".

There are only three types of "exceptional" Jordan superalgebras,

and these have the dimensions 3, 4 and 10.

K. MEYBERG:

A Trace Formula and Derivations in simple Jordan Pairs

The trace of the product of two left multiplications in an abso-

lutely, finite dimensional Jordan pair over a field of characteristic

* 2 is expressed in terms of the reduced trace. The resulting (non

trivial) formula is used to determine all derivations and the dimen-

sions of the derivation algebras of such pairs.
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E. NEHER:

On the classification of Lie and Jordan triple systems

a) the grid-approach to the cZassification of Jordan tripZe

systems:

It is shown,that

1) every Jordan triple V with enough tripotents (e .. g .. V

finite-dimensional sernisimple over an algebraically closed

field of characteristic *2) contains a "grid", i. e.. a cer

tain multiplicatively closed family of tripotents.

2) every grid is the disjoint u~ion of connected grids,

3) there are 7 types of connected grids,

4) the space'covered by a connected grid -has a coordinatization ..

b) the connection between Lie and Jordan tripZe systems:

Ta every Jordan triple V one associates a Lie triple V- by

alternating the Jordan product in the first 2 vari~bles. It is

shawn, that in case V does not come from a Jordan algebra

and is not Mat(4,4iK) or Alt(8iK) the Lie triple and Jordan

tripie k-forms of V resp. V coincide .. A similiar theorem

holds for Jordan algebras .. One can apply this theorem to obtain

results for the classification of excepti~nal Jordan triple

systems.

J. M. OSBORN:

Lie Algebras of Rank One and Beyond

We are reporting on joint work with Georgia Benkart .. Let L be

a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra over an algebraically
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·closed field ep of characteristic p > 3 I and let H be a

Cartan subalgebra of L. By the rank of L we mean the d~ension

of B. We have proved that if L has rank one then it is either

~l(2) or an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra.

The proof of this result involves looking at L as a module for

the different subalgebras Y {al where , for each root Cl I Y (al =

~
H + l--L. • In case yen) contains elements e,f such that

i=1 l..(1

[e,f] = h, the algebra Y (a) fits into a class of algebras which

have been classified by Yermolaev.

We have made some progress' using the same method toward the objective

of classifying Lie algebras of rank two. This time the subalgebras

Y(a) ·are more complicated and fit into four types. Our results

so far in this case concern the question of which types of algebras

Y(a) can occur together in the same simple Lie algebra.

H. P. PETERSSON:

Generic reduction of Jordan pairs

Let k be an arbitrary base field and V an absolutely simple

• Jordan pair of finite dimension over k. If V contains a complete

orthogonal system of absolutely primitive idempotents , it is said

to be reduced. A field extension L/k is called a reducing field

of V in case the extended Jordan pair V
L

becomes reduced over

L • In this lecture , we are concerned with the construction of va-

rious reducing fields K/k of V which are generic in the sense

that, whenever we are given a reducing field L/k of V there
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exists a k-place from. K to Land conversely. We describe three

different ways of assigning to each V a generic reducing field

K(V) such that V is reduced iff K(V)/k is purely transcenden-

tal. Finally, we indicate the construction of a generic spLitting

field for any exceptional simple Jordan algebra. Gur results gene-

ralize, at least in part, earlier ones due to Witt, Amitsur,

Roquette, Heuser, Saltman for associative algebras, to Ferrar

for composition algebras and to Knebusch for quadratic forms.

M. L. RAeINE:

The Tits Process and Jordan Algebras of Degree 3

Let (4),*) be a unital cornmutative associative ring with in-

•
volution, ~ a unital arnple subring of H(~,*), (B,*)

o
a unital

alternative algebra with involution over (<P,*) Suppose

that B+ = J(N,i,l) for a suitably chosen cubic norm form,

adjoint and base point and that it remains so under scalar ex

tensions. Assume moreover that N(vw) = N(v)N(w), N(V*) = N(V)* .

Let A be a unital ample Jordan ~ -subalgebra of H(B,*)
o

con-

tained in the nucleus of B such that (i) N(A)

Ai: CA. Given an invertible element u E A, ~ E epx

p~* then

(1) N(x) = N(a) + ~N(b) + ~*N(b*) - T(abub*)

(2) xi = (ai - bub# , ~ *b*:fi: u -1 - ab)

(3) (1,0)

ep (ii)
o

with N(u)

define a cubic form with adjoint and base point on J = A ED B

which induce a Jordan structure on J . We have called this process
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the Tits process. It contains the two Tits constructions of Jordan

algebras of d~gree ~.

In fact if J is generically algebraic of degree 3 over a field

F . and F1 ~ J then J is a Tits process algebra unless J = E+ ,

E a separable cubic field extension of char 3 or a purely inseparable

field extension of exponent 1 and infinite dimension over F of

char 3 • Further results concerning this process were indicated.

T. J. E. SCHWARZ:

Finite-dimensional central simple Jordan triples over fields

The correspondence between the category of Jordan tripIe systems

and the category of Jordan pairs with involution means', that a

central simple J. t. s over a field corresponds exactly to

1) either the J.p. w. inv (W EI) wOP , e::} with W central simple J .p.,

e:: the exchange involution

2) or a central simple J.p., which possesses an involut~on of

1st or 2nd kind.

As an exarnple, the involutions and the automorphisms of central

simple J.Ps of type- I and (in Loos Classification list) of J.Ps

of a quadratic form were given.

E. ST(lJRMER:

Idempotents maps on C* - algebras and Jordan algebras

Let A be a unital C*-algebra with s~lf-adjoint part A sa acting

on a complex Hilbert space H. Let P: A - A be a posi tive linear
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map such that P(l} = and p 2 = P . Assume for simplicity that

P is faithful, i.e. O*x~O=>P(x} *0 . Then P(Asa } is a Jordan sub-

algebra of A . Callsa
p decornposable if there exist a Hilbert space

K , a Jordan representation n of A on K and a bounded linear ope

rator v: H - K such that P (x) = v* n (x) V , x E A . Then P is

ahle if and only if P(Asa ) is a reversible Jordan algebra. We also

have that if denotes the identity map of A then - P is con-

tractive if and only if P = ~(l + 8) with e a Jordan automorp _

of A of order 2 In rnany interesting cases 6 is an anti-auto-

morphism, in which case the null space p- 1 (0) is a Lie-algebra. For

example, if A = Mn «t) , n ~ 3 , then p- 1 (0) is one of the classical

The ideal structure of enveloping algebras

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 ;

L a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra over k, U = (U(L) ,j)

D
n

H. STRADE:

the universal enveloping algebra of Land V1 the subalgebra of U

rated by {j (x)p - j (x[p]) , xE L}U{j (z), z E Centre(L)} . Besides other

Lie algebras Bn , C
n

or

things we prove the following:

') The contraction rnap n: Spec U - Spec V1 is open and closed. ~

2) If L is nilpotent, then n is a horneomorphism.

3) If L is nilpotent, the following are equivalent:

a) There exists a maximal ideal m of V s.t.s

U/rnu is semisirnple

b) Centre(U} = V,

c) There exists 1 E L* s. t. the attached skew symmetrie

bilinear form Bl L/centre (L) x L/centre (L) - k

Bl(X,y} .- l(xy) is nondegenerate.
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K. THILO:

Central separable Jordan algebras over the integers

A unital quadratic Jordan algebra J over the integers is defined

to be eentral separable if the following holds:

(1) J is a finitely generated free ~-module.

(2) J/pJ is eentral simple over ~/~ for all primes. Then we

• get that J is a maximal order in J m= J &zz m and J m is a

eentral simple over m.
If J~ is of generie degree 2 we have J = Jord{q,1), the Jordan

algebra of a non-degenerate quadratie form q with base point

and dirn J = 2m -~ I det q I = 1, J selfdual; dirn J ~ 2m + 1 ~ Idet q I 2.

If J CD is of generie degree 2: 3 and J ~ = A+ , A central simple

assoe~ative, then we get that J C Mat (~)+ selfdual and
n

+J ,.,. Matn (zz) • To have a look at the ease J
G

= H (A,*) we prove

for (A,*) ass. with involution * over a field k, ehar k * 2 and

A generated by the symmetrie elements the following

H(A,*) simple => (A,*) simple.

H. UPMEIER:

4It Toeplitz operators on bounded symmetrie domains

Using the Jordan algebraie description of a bounded symmetrie

domain D in ~n we study Toeplitz operators T
f

with conti-

nuous symbol f on the Hardy space H2 (S) of the Shilov boundary

S of D. Our main results are:

1) An explieit Peter-Weyl deeomposition of H2 {S) into pair-

wise inequivalent irreducible cornponents. The principal tool
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are the norm functions of Jordan algebras.

2) Determination of the fine structure of "basic" Toeplitz

operato~s and of their relationship with differential operators.

3) A structure theory for the C*-algebra A generated by all Toep-

litz operators Tf . It is shown that A is solvable in the

sense of A. Dynin and the spectrum of A coincides with the

set of all tripotents of the Jordan triple system associated

with D.

M. A. YOUNGSON:

Contractive Projections on Operator Algebras

If A is a unital C*-algebra and P: A .... A is a contractive

projection, that is, p2 = P and UPU = 1, we present the

conjecture that P(A), the image of A under P , is a Jordan

•

tripie system under the tripie product 1 *{ a , b , c } = '2 P (ab c +

cb*a) . An indication of how this conjecture arose and why it

may be tr~e is given by verifying the result if P(1) = 1 and

(more generally) if P(u) = u for some unitary u. Same further

cases in which the canjecture is true under additional hypotheses

on P or Aare described.

B~richterstatter Manfred Schulte
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